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About This Game

NOW PLAYABLE IN NON-VR (KEYBOARD/MOUSE AND CONTROLLER) VR HEADSET NO LONGER
REQUIRED.

This original story, based on the mythology of the massively popular PARANORMAL ACTIVITY film franchise, features our
proprietary scare engine allowing a different experience every time you dare to play.

Armed with a battery hungry flashlight, you find yourself exploring what appears to be a quiet average looking home in a
woodsy neighborhood. Before long, you discover you’re not alone as you discover the clues unraveling the horrifying mystery of

what’s gone on in this house and struggle to survive the terror that hunts you.

For an even more terrifying experience, switch to the highly popular VR Mode which immerses you in the environment using
minimum Room Scale combined with our Immersive Movement Role-play System (IMRS). After the tutorial, you're on your

own. Zero onscreen directions or HUD in your face, you’re never taken out of the immersion.

NOW PLAYABLE IN NON-VR (KEYBOARD/MOUSE AND CONTROLLER) VR HEADSET NO LONGER
REQUIRED.

GAMEPLAY LENGTH:

Gameplay length will vary on gameplay style. There are no Quicktime events in this game and its up to the player to discover
and unravel the story. Its pretty much an open world in the house, so explore where you can. Completionist can be in this game
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for many many hours. Standard playtime will still be hours unless you knew exactly where every item was. So please don't share
the location of items and ruin it for others. We will include some randomization of the in the future to make it more difficult.

FEATURES:

Survival: With limited tools, you must run and hide or out smart your enemy. Good luck.

Random moments of terror means you never know when a haunting will strike, you must be alert at all times. Our proprietary
Scare Randomizer system will create random scares beyond story moments. This means you never know when a scare is going
to happen. This is like a real haunted house. sometimes there a bunch of scares and others times maybe very little or nothing at
all. There is tremendous terror in the unknown. keep yours eyes open at all times, and be sure to wear headphones, the sound

alone will make you crap your pants.

NOW PLAYABLE IN NON-VR (KEYBOARD/MOUSE AND CONTROLLER) VR HEADSET NO LONGER
REQUIRED.
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Title: Paranormal Activity: The Lost Soul
Genre: Adventure, RPG
Developer:
VRWERX
Publisher:
VRWERX
Release Date: 15 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

English
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I keep trying to beat it but I get scared very easily. I love it so much, just wish I wasn't such a chicken sh**. Great game, and an
amazing experience.I recommend for those who want an adrenaline rush.
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